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Bowling Green State University

Volume 52, No. 51

Fewer Grads Deferred

THIS NEAR-EMPTY graduate reading room may only be an indication of blacker times ahead at government graduate deferment policy threatens to reduce Bowling Green's graduate contina#nt
Photo by Tim Culek

In AWS Action

Housing Bill Tabled
A move to completely revamp
women's housing policies was
tabled by Association of Women
' Students' Legislative Board yesterday.
The Resolution, which would
mean that by September, 1968,
women students would be living
under one of the four type housing
programs of their choice, including
a no-hours plan will be voted on
'* next week.
The delay will allow the Legislative Board members and Executive members of AWS to fully
explain the four-type housing program to their women constituents.
Women students will then give their
opinions of the plan through ballots
,to be distributed later this week in
the dorms.
According to the resolution, the
units would offer women students
their option of hours and degree of
participation in student government through a program with:
—a unit with no hours and no
government.
—a unit with no hours and student
government.
—a unit with hours and no student
government.
—a unit with hours and government.
•

"Remember, this is a complete '
structural revision of University
housing," said chairman of the
No-Hours committee, Bea Smith,
"Not Just a no-hours plan."
Executive board members will
be In the housing units tonight and
tomorrow explaining the policies.

charge of the specific areas."
She said, however, AWS had the
right to remove the statement on
dress from the AWS handbook.
The Board then passed a proposal that deleted the suitable
attire section from the AWS handbook and gave the responsibility of
determining standards for dress to
the officials of the specific area
or residence hall.
After considerable discussion,
the members defeated a bill which
would have given the women residents an opportunity of evaluating
the residence hall directors
through a form distributed by AWS.
Dissenting opinion revolved
around the idea that many women
did not know their hall directors
and that if the woman had complaints, they would generally take
them to the proper authorities.

Many students who would have
entered graduate
schools next
September won't be going. The
reason — Congressional cutbacks
In graduate student deferments.
Only students beyond one year
by June or who are pursuing medical careers were spared by last
summer's action. The rest face
the dilemma of whether or not
to risk having their studies Interrupted by the draft.
What this will mean to graduate schools is uncertain, but most
graduate school deans are expecting the worst.
"Only time will tell, but it
looks like Bowling Green University's enrollment will roll back
about 25 per cent," Dr. Karl E.
Vogt, Bowling Green's director
of Institutional studies and planning, said. Currently the majority
of Bowling Green's 1,010 graduate students are men.
"I think the government has
done a disservice to universities
by not spelling out more precisely
how many students will be affected
and when," he added.
Uncertainties make planning for
next fall difficult. Graduate losses
would create some vacancies in
lower-level classes where graduate students often teach. It would
also mean reductions In state appropriations. Plans to expand or
add programs might have to be
delayed, some classes enlarged
and teaching loads increased.
But the future isn't completely
bleak, according to Dr. Vogt. He
believes graduate enrollments will
climb In the long run because
more students will have G. I.
Bills benefits to pay their way.
But long-range benefits mean
little to seniors caught between
the draft and pressures to continue their education.
The unpredictability of the draft
has created a situation "frustrating beyond words" according to
one Bowling Green senior. "We'd
Just like to know where we stand,"
he said.
For most, the draft situation
poses three alternatives: enlist
or wait to be drafted; find a Job
considered a "critical occupation"
and go to school part-time; or
enroll full-time and hope for the
best.
Few seem willing to stake their
futures on the chance that their

local draft board will be "friendly"
and not Interrupt their education.
Once stalled, the chance that they
will finish or start over later,
especially full-time, is slim because of family and career demands, they say.
A major drawback connected
with "critical occupation" deferments is that draft eligibility is
extended to age 35 -- too late
to start over in an original field
of Interest.
Others, hoping to complete master's degrees before being drafted,
expressed concern that their train-

ing will become obsolete while
they are fulfilling military obligations. "Some fields are progressing so fast that you have to
stick with them In order to keep
up," one senior pointed out.
A general attitude among senior
men Is that the new deferrrent
regulation Is unfair. "It should
be everyone or no one," they
feel.
They also tend to believe that
expanding the deferment list would
do little good. "No matter what,
someone who's sincere Is always
going to be hurt," one commented.

Surgeons Make
5th Transplant
NEW YORK (AP) - The world's
fifth human heart transplant was
performed Tuesday with long-term
survival In such operations still
in doubt.
In the newest operation, a 57year-old man was given the heart
of a 29-year-old brain-damaged
woman.
The head of the surgical team
attempting the new transplant was
Dr. Adrian Kantrowltz who tried
to transplant hearts between Infant boys Dec. 6. That attempt
failed.
The first heart transplant in
world history was attempted 37
days ago at Cape Town, South
Africa. There Dr. Chrlstla»n N.
Barnard took the heart of a young
woman and placed it into the breast
of wholesale grocer Louis Washkansky, 53. He survived 18 days.
That is the longest period any
human heart transplant patient has
survived so far.
Three human heart recipients are
still alive. In Cape Town, Barnard's second attempt came Jan.
2, 1968. Dr. Barnard gave to
Dr. Philip Blalberg, a 58-yearold dentist, the heart of Cllve
Haupt, 24, a factory worker dead
from a brain hemorrage. Blalberg Is reported in excellent condition.
On Jan. 6, in Palo Alto, Calif.,
Dr. Norman E. Shumway and
associates at Stanford University

School of Medicine transplanted
the heart of Virginia White, 43,
dead from a stroke, Into Mike
Kasperak, 54, a retired steel
worker whose heart was falling.
Afflicted by liver disease as well,
Kasperak Is still listed In critical condition, but with his condition slightly improved Tuesday.
"Gastro-lntestlnal bleeding has
stopped and liver and kidney functions have slightly improved," a
hospital bulletin said.
Kasperak's condition was described as satisfactory from the
time he was wheeled from the
operating room until Monday
morning. Then doctors discovered
bleeding from his stomach and Intestines. His condition became
critical.
He received an emergency
transfusion of six pints of fresh
blood. The bleeding, attributed to
severe pre-existing liver disease,
stopped.

Defense Loans
Students graduating or terminating from the University at the
end of the first semester must
sign up now for an exit interview on the repayment terms of
their loan.
Report to the student financial
aid office, Rm 322 Administration Bldg. to sign up on time
schedule by Jan. 15, 1968.

Sculptor's Work
Now On Show
Le Maxle Glover, sculptor, is
currently exhibiting 18 works In
the Fine Arts Gallery of the Unlverslty. The exhibit Includes
sculptures in walnut, bronze, rosewood, lead, and terra-cotta, which
is an earthenware-llke substance.
Four of the sculptures are for sale
at prices from $90 to $ 300.

In her first veto of the year,
Dean of Women Fayetta Paulsen
sent word of her disapproval of a
Nov. 28 bill which "resolved that
women students may exercise their
own judgement concerning suitable
attire for classrooms, administrative and faculty offices, the Library, and the Union."

Mr. Glover was awarded the Arts
Interest Scholarship in 1953 and
1954, the William A. Gosellne
Scholarship in 1954, the second
Award in Sculptor at the Ohio
State Fair in 1956, the first Award
In Sculpture at the Port of Toledo
Art Show in 1966, and the E. Sinclair Walbrldge Study Grant Fund
from the Toledo Museum of Art
for study and travel in Europe In
1966.

"This board does not have
authority to establish a policy
giving authority to a woman student
to use her 6wn Judgement concerning suitable attire for classrooms,
«tc," Miss Paulsen's note said.
"This authority lies with those in

The exhibition Is being displayed
from Sunday, Jan. 7, through Wednesday, Jan. 24, 1968. The Fine
Arts Gallery is opened from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and from 2 p.m. through 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

CAMERA CLOSE-UP: A detail of one of Le
Glover's works now being exhibited at the Fine

Arts. Bldg. The exibition will continue until Wed
Jo„ 24.
Phot* h -'*« DeWolf
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Looking For Columnists
The News will be accepting applications for second semester columnists after winter recess. Two sample columns
must be submitted to Mike Kuhlin, editorial editor, at the
News office no later than January 15. Columnists currently
writing for the paper will be re-evaluated, and need not
submit samples
All columns must be typewritten, triple spaced, and carry
the author's name, address and phone number. All prospec-

That New Year Message

tive columnists will be contacted by January 20.

By RAYMOND OLADIPUPO

'I Hate To Leave The Old Campus And The
Shady Green Deals"

4M^9£E£[£SS&
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The New Year's Day speech by
President Johnson was received
with mixed feelings both within the
country and all over the world.
According to the President, "the
Government cannot tolerate a deficit that could threaten the stability of the International monetary
system . . . and thereby threaten
American's unprecedented prosperity at home."
And so the
government, In order to crack down
on the nation's worsening balanceof-payments deficit, Imposed some
measures which may offend more
people than they satisfy.
These strict measures Include
great reduction on bank lending
to foreigners; return of foreign
profits made by U.S. firms abroad;
restrictions on tourist travel
abroad; and a great reduction of
U.S. Investments overseas. For
example, U.S. companies are forbidden to make any new capital
outflows for direct Investment In
their subsidiaries In Europe and
most other developed countries.
And only about 35% of these
foreign profits could be reinvested
overseas. The U.S. government Is,
of course, expected to save up to
three billion dollars through these
measures.
It Is expected that the ban on
direct U.S. Investment overseas
may drive up the demand for borrowing from European sources.
Most Europeans suspect the demand may create a "depressive
tight money effect" In Europe
during 1968.
The most sharply criticized
measure both at home and abroad
Is that on the U.S. tourist travel
abroad. The adverse effects of
this restriction, It Is believed,
would be world wide. The airlines especially will be hard hit.
Of an average of about three
million American tourists who go
overseas every year, more than
90% travel by air. So a cut down
on tourism would be a cut down
on the airline revenue. Americans spend about $2,657,000,000
overseas yearly while foreigners
spend about $1,573,000,000 here.

While the difference Is quite
substantial, the U.S. Is still the
largest tourism earner (and spender) In the world. And over 40%
of these amounts Is spent on air
fares.
The question now Is: Will other
nations restrict tourism to the
U.S.? If they do, thre may be
more loss than saving from this
proposed measure.
Another grumbling is expected
from the less developed nations
in Asia. Africa, and Latin America. They stand to lose through
this limit on foreign Investment
by the U.S. firms. This means
that these nations may expect little
or no U.S. Investments In 1968.
Since the U.S. Investments In these
areas at the moment is rather
small, even the 35% on profit
allowed to be reinvested would
hardly make any difference.
Whether the U.S. government
will gain more friends by this or

not is open to debate. This may :
create an opportunity for especially the Europeans to move Into
these areas.
No adequate evaluation of these
proposals can be made at the moment. There are people who believe these measures to be the
right one in order to avoid a world
monetary crisis due to a loss of
confidence In the dollar. They
assert that a reduction in the
U.S. balance-of-payment deficit
would strengthen the dollar. And,
of course, there are others who
doubt If these measures really
get to the heart of the problems.
This group contends that these
controls are not the remedy and
that confidence in the dollar may
not be strengthened a bit. They
find the basic remedies in "prudent monetary and fiscal policy."
It is feared that continuous rising
costs may price U.S. goods out of
world markets.

Faculty Column
By Dr. Edward Shuck:
Editor's note: This is the first part of an article on the Vietnam
situation submitted by Dr. L. Edward Shuck, associate professor
of political science and director of International programs. The remaining parts of the article will be published in Thursday and Friday's News.

War & Victory-Means & End

As months roll into years of bloody violence In Vietnam, the more
clear becomes the Great Deception inflicted upon the American people
by what an increasing number of Americans consider a confused and
mistaken Administration In Washington.
We are told that If we don't kill "them" in Vietnam, "they" will one
day Invade California. To those segments of the population who find
this difficult to accept, "they" are identified as "Chinese," even
though we are yet not fighting Chinese. We are only fighting Vietnamese,
historic enemies of China.
The News has extended its shoulder to several University stuOur young men are conned into the faith that they are somehow
dents since we've returned to campus who huve cried on it about
"defending America and freedom," by out interference in the VietnaThe Newt welcomes letters
mese revolution --or attempted revolution -- against colonialism
excessive library fines.
to the editor. Letters should
and against Inadequate economic organization, Inadequate economic
It seems as though the University Library posted the times it
by typewritten and signed by
techniques, and an archaic form of political control by the very few.
the author and carry his typewould be open through the Christmas vacation, but failed to note
More specifically, much of the deception centers around two factors,
written name, address and
neither of which is widely understood by the public, a condition which
that overdue books would incur fines ull through the holidays.
phone number.
makes the situation easier than it might otherwise be for the AdminiOne college senior found himself with a fine for $30, having held
As many letters as possible
stration. These are, the nature of the war Itself, and the nature of the
will be published within the
eight books past their due dates at a fine rate of 25 cents per day.
"victory" which we seek or conceivably might secure.
limits of space, good taste
If we thoughtfully work over these items In our minds, we can find
"The regulations regurding fines is expressed on page 25 of the
and laws of libel. The News
better understanding of the world-wide disenchantment with American
Library Handbook." explained Dr. A. Robert Rogers, library direcreserves the right to edit letexplanations and with the fundamental premises of American foreign
ters more than 300 words in
tor. "These state fines will be in effect through vacation periods."
policies in Vietnam.
length.
Many American military men and political leaders seeem unable' to
Dr. Rogers went on to say the Library policy, in general, is uncomprehend the significance of guerrilla warfare as a doctrine rationalterable, and those persons who cannot prove extenuating circumalized actually by C h 1 n e s e Comstances existed in their fine situations, will be required to pay up.
munist Party leaders and redated
Grades could be with-held if the fines are not paid.
to use in Vietnam by Nguyen Vo
Glap, the brilliant tactician-hisIt was further revealed that the reason for a 25 cent a day fine on
torian of the Social-revolutionary
staff books is necessary as ". . . deadlines must be kept for those
forces In Vietnam. We have been
Serving
A
Growing
University
Sine*
1920
students who have term papers to get out. They can't be at a loss
almost childishly content to damn
such warfare as a conniving, cyni:::
for a book they earnestly need," stated Dr. Rogers.
Roger Hoi I iday, Editor
cal, thoroughly dishonest set of
X
Why The News feels pains of sympathy for those encurring extenideas used to "defraud unsuspectRosemary Kovocs, Managing Editor
sive fines is twofold:
ing Freedomlovers," e.g. the
Mike Kuhlin, Editorial Editor
people of Vietnam. We do not
First, we do not feel the Library took advantage of the publicacomprehend that the effective Ideas
Judi Wright, Issue Editor
tions media open to it to advertise that fines would be charged over
about organization and tactics can
the holidays.
be adopted by Vietnamese, without
the Vietnamese in any manner,
Barry Suckman, Business Manager
Secondly, we believe there should be some less expensive altershape or form necessarily becomTom Hennings, Advertising Manager
ing thereby Chinese puppets or
native open to those students deliquent in returning their books,
agents. Just as the U.S. Army
short of paying their Christmas bonuses to the Library.
«
Doug Pimley, Feature Editor, Tom Hine, Sports Editor;
■:•
in early years adopted certain
Tim Culek, Photo Editor; Bill Donahue, Circulation Manager;
:•:
Prussian patterns and the United
Granted, books should be returned to the Library on their due
Mike Argie, Classified Advertising Manager.
States Navy was Influenced In its
dates to allow other students their use, but how many students
Telephone: 353-8411, Ext. 3344
early developments by British custom and practice, so revolutionary
visited the Library over vacation?
guerrillas have learned from the
The B-G News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular
example of success of the Chinese l'
In short, we can see fines being levied during in-session days. school year, except holiday periods, and once a week during summer
However, to impose the strict 25 cent a day, per book fine over the sessions, under authority of the Publications Committee of Bowling
"Peoples Army."
I hasten to
State University.
add that part of this is a colossal
holidays, or to allow any fine to mature to a level beyond the price Green
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other columns
misunderstanding of the nature of
of the book itself, is questionable business for University students in the News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University
Chinese Influence, and of Chinese
Administration, faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressto have to contend with.
power.
ed by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G

A Tine' Circumstance

The B-G News

£

Some thought should be given to revisions.
. ..'.;.;

News. Editorials in the News reflect the opinions of the majority of
members of the B-G News Editorial Board.

:-.

.•;•...

■.-.;•;•'■

.:•

( continued tomorrow )
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Romney Begins 68 Battle
As Campaign Underdog
By GARY C. REES
Issue Editor
(Editor's note: 1968 Is Presidential Election year. This Is the
first article In a series on five
leading Republican contenders.
Tomorrow's article will be on
t Richard M. Nixon.)
Only one notable Republican has
announced his desire to seek the
nomination for President - Governor George Romney of Michigan. Romney made his decision
to run in the middle of November
and became the earliest aspirant
■ ever to announce his intentions.
It appears that his early decision was to counteract the low
ebb of his popularity. Romney
admits that he Is entering the race
as a underdog and expects his
toughest opponent to be Richard
M. Nixon.
He also admits that he has
' no hopes of obtaining the support
of the strong conservative wing
of the party. Romney deserted
the party's candidate In 1964 and
alienated the conservatives.
Romney faces other problems
that could be more damaging. He
lacks experience In foreign affairs
which would be all Important to
the next occupant of the White
House. He made a trip to countries around the world, which was
not too successful as a sort of
cram course In international relations. But the fact still remains
that he has never held a federal
<*• position or been Involved directly
with world affairs.
Romney's "brainwashing"
statement hurt him and could have
destroyed some of the confidence
that people had In him. He also
seems to have no set policy concerning the present conflict in
n Vietnam, although his friends say
that he Is in support of the men
fighting there and the he wants an
honorable settlement. He also
wants the American element to be

less emphasized. He has only
said that It Is an Immoral war
but that It Is necessary now that
we are Involved In It.
Other than the blemish that he
obtained from the 1964 fiasco by
not supporting Barry Goldwater, he
comes into national pottles as
"Mr. Clean." He Is a very religious man, and he doesn't smoke
or drink.
He accomplished all the goals
that were set for him In the last
gubernatorial race In 1966. He
won big—taking 61 per cent of the
votes, 10 per cent higher than his
previous victory (each time he was
elected, he won by bigger margins).
He pulled In Senator Robert P.
Grlffln, who was only given a slim
chance of winning Just four months
before the election. And he was
Influential In helping the Republicans gain five additional seats
In Congress.
He has taken a middle-of-theroad approach regardless of party
affiliation and without favoring one
particular group. Although he Is a
Republican, he was influential In
passing the state's first minimum
wage and construction safety laws.
Romney has Improved workmen's
compensation and unemployment
compensation. All of these were
labor's goals which is usually
pro-Democratic and which votes In
1964.
Romney will base his campaign
on stronger law enforcement, community action for the war on poverty, open housing and fiscal responsibility.
His moral convictions, philanthropic nature and
businessman attitudes are strongly
reflected in all of his main Issues.
He is crltlal of the present Administration for not seeking a tax
Increase sooner than it did and
blames its current and future economic problems on that fact. His
war experience with Michigan's tax
system which he revamped after

Publications Editor
Gets N. Illinois Post
Albert Walker, Bowling Green
University editor, has been appointed an assistant professor of
journalism at Northern Illinois
ft university. The appointment will
be effective Feb. 1.
Prof. Walker, who has been
Bowling Green's editor seince 1960
will teach Industrial Journalism.
In addition to supervising the
preparation of several thousand
Bowling Green publications, he
C also edited the first two books
published by the University Press.
Prof; Walker Is the author of
"Operation Tapemeasure No. 3,"
a profile of the Industrial editor
sponsored by the Interational
Council of Industrial Editors. He
also is the author of "Operation
*. Feedback," a study which he conducted for the Marathon Oil Company to measure the acceptance
and readership of company publications.
A 20-year veteran of university

public relations, Prof. Walker was
a reporter for the "Honolulu Star
Bulletin" and served on the staff
of "Stars and Stripes" during
World WAR II. He was also a
public information officer during
the Korean conflict.
Prof. Walker is a graduate of
Baker University in Kansas, holds
a master's degree In Journalism
from Northwestern University, and
is a candidate for a Ph. D. degree
from Case-Western Reserve University.
He previously taught at Carthage
College, the University of Akron
and Bowling Green.
His professional memberships
include the International Council
of Industrial Editors and Sigma
Delta Chi, Journalism fraternity.
He is also vice president of the
Northwest Ohio Association of Industrial Editors.
Prof. Walker is married and has
three daughters.

Bridge Prelims Set Sunday
Two duplicate bridge matches
will be held In the Ohio Suite
Sunday. One will be the preliminaries for the nineteenth Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament to
decide which two pair will be sent
to the reglonals In Cincinnati on
*■ February 17th.
This is open to any student pair
in good standing with the University. The high North-South pair
and the high East-West pair will
have all expenses paid by the UnlonActlvity Organization to go to
The two winning
ft the reglonals.
pair of the fifteen regions in the
United States will play in a superregion contest from which the top
two pairs will be invited to an
international face to face final
playoff.
All student pairs wishing to en^ ter the tournament must register
ahead of time with the Director,
Mrs. W. E. Steldtmann by phoning

her evenings at 353-7574.
A second section of duplicate
play will be held Sunday at the
same time for all those who are
not eligible to enter the National
Tournament or who do not wish
to do so. Reservations need not
be made in advance for this group.

Ticket Schedule
Students with "A" coupon
books may pick up tickets for
Saturday's basketball game
with Miami today at Memorial Hall ticket office. Students with either "A" or"B"
ticket books may pick up tickets tomorrow.
Tomorrow, students with
"B" coupon books may pick
up tickets for the Kent game
which will be played Tuesday
night.

four and a half years makes him
highly capable In this avenue of
government.
The
New Hampshire and
Wisconsin primaries will test
Romney's political appeal. He
must win big in each of these to
start the snowballing effect that
may get him the nomination. More
than just winning, though, he must
create a positive Image of being
able to do the Job.
Romney admits that the odds are
against him, but he reminds everyone that he is used to being the
underdog.
While president of
American Motors, he had to struggle to make it a profitable organization. Receiving approval of
the new Michigan constitution was
an uphill battle, also. Getting
elected governor In 1962 and fulfilling the goals that were set for
him in 1966 placed him in a
position where he had to fight
against the odds.
When the going gets rough, the
Romney men say that the governor
gets tough.

NEW YORK
Governor Nelson Rockefeller said Tuesday he will back George
Romney's bid for the Republican presidential election In 1968, provided Richard Nixon doesn't want In. Rocky said he had no ambitions
of seeking the Republican nomination himself. "Only as a last resort would I agree to be the favorite son candidate for New York's
92 member delegation to the Republican national convention," said
Rockefeller.
• » »
WASHINGTON
Well, ther's no saying the Pentagon doesn't get its shopping done
early. They've already come out with the draft figures for March,
1968, and they are the highest calls In 17 months. Some 39,000 eligible men will be summoned. This compares with January's request
for 34,000 men and the February request of 23,000.

COUNCIL BLUFFS
Sanitation Supt. Bob Martin has 9,000 post cards to mall, but first
he must lick 9,000 one-cent stamps.
Martin ordered his cards for customer's annual bills in October,
before the postage rate Jumped from four to five cents. "I'd write
my congressman," says Martin, "but I'd only have another stamp
to lick."
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Miss BGSU Contestants

Rehearsal Under Way
Rehearsals started for Miss
BGSU hopefuls Monday evening
In the Union Ballroom.
Women scurried around In levls
and sweatshirts or slacks and
sweaters, working on their talent
routines for the preliminary contest on tomorrow.
Directors showed the women
marks on where to stand on th»
stage and repeatedly made then
practice walking to them.
Besides working on Individual
routines, contestants also practiced the song, "What's More Collegiate," that they will all sing
with Sharon Phllllan on the night
of competition.
Miss Phllllan
was Miss Ohio In 1966 and went
on to become first runner-up In
the Miss America Pageant In the
fall of that year.
Flanl competition for Miss BGSU
will be at the 7:30 p.m., Friday
In the Ballroom.
The women competing are: January Z. Eckert, representing Chi
Omega, performing a dramatic
reading: Prlscllla Ann Ruland,
Delta Zeta, singing and dancing; •
Connie J. Van Ness, Delta Gamma,
dancing;
Terl McAlpln, Alpha Gamma
Delta, singer; Linda K. Brooke,
Ashley Hall, singer; Karen J.
Hornyak, Kappa Delta, Baton twlrler and dancer;
Betty 1.. Beechner, McDonald
North, singer; Mlchele M.Hoffman, Mooney Hall, baton twlrler;
Barbara K. Kelly, McDonald East,
singer; Susan J. Swope, Alpha
Chi Omega, singer;
•Tonmi M. Pascarella, Harmon
Hall, fashion show; Kathy L. Baumann. Phi Mu, dancer; Sharoni
M. Becker, Batchelder Hall, acrobatic dancer;
Gloria J. DeNoto. Chapman Hall.

478 Women
Prepare For
Spring Rush
Four hundred and seventy-eight
women have registered to participate In Panhellenlc Council
Spring Rush, according to Bonnie
J. Hoffman, chairman of the council's rush committee. She made
the announcement at the weekly
meeting of the council Monday
afternoon.
Rush Is a series of parties during which social sorority members
choose women for membership In
their respective houses.
Last year 455 women registered
to participate In the 1967 Spring
Rush.
"Contact rules have been In effect since last Thursday," said
Wllma Pokorny, president of the
council. She added that no rushees are allowed In the sorority
houses except during rush parties.
No pre-rush parties will be permitted by Panhellenlc CounclL
" Sorority women are allowed to
attend the AWS Big Sls-Llttle Skating Party on Thursday," Miss
Pokorny announced, "but the social
activity between rushees and sorority women must be limited to
the Ice Arena to avoid violation
of the contact rules which have
been In effect.
Contact rules are regulations
limiting the social Interaction between sorority women and rushees
during rush and the period Immediately preceedlng.

STAMP IT!
IT'S THf RAOE
REGULAR
MODEL

'«nrSQ

3 LINE TEXT C
Tin (in.sl INDCSTItUCTIIlI NETM.
POCKET RUSBW STAMP. V," I 2".
S* nd check or money order. Be
sure to include your Zip Code. No
i -UK«- or handling charges. Add
'.ale* tax.
P i am* sMaaMrt. Satiifacnen Bmranmi
TMI MOPP CO.
P. 0 tea 1SSZ3 Lena. Saaara Staoea
ATUHTA. CA . 3032S

baton twirling; Beth A. Edwards,
L.owry Hall, gym.iastics and baton
twirling; Denlse G. Sails, Alpha
Delta PI, sing and play piano;
Nancy L. Klllen, Dunbar Hall,
piano; Stephanie L. Jordanek,
Treadway, dramatic reading' An-

drea M. Lamonna, Alpha Phi, baton
twirling;
Barbara L. Cook, Prout Hall,
dancer; Mary Sue Leldel, Alpha
Zl Delta, monologue and singer;
Karen A? Kerlek, Gamma Phi Beta, art show.

TV-70 To Air
Use Of Drugs
"From Pot to Psychedellcs,"
Is the title of this week's "Regional Report," to be seen at 9
p.m. today on WBGU-TV.
This program covers the drugs
ranging from marijuana to LSD,
focusing on the campus parties,
"the trip," (mlnd-expandlng experiences possible through the use
of LSD), and comment both pro
and con on the use of these drugs.
Paul Nlven, Regional Report national editor, adds footnotes on
the sociological Implications of
the growing drug habit.
Timothy Leary Is Interviewed
in one segment of the program
by reporter Carl Brazell. Leary
describes himself as a "parttime would-be holy man," who Is
now trying to test the constitutionality of the anti-drug laws.
He argues that a person's own
body Is "the first and last frontier of freedom." Not a "pusher"
but a "prophet," Leary advises
to take LSD "with a sense of
seriousness," since It is a "pleaant, educational experience." He
adds, however, that LSD Is "old
hat" since the hippies are now
taking stronger chemicals.
One Harvard University student
tells how he Informed his parents
that he was taking "pot" and

showed them evidence that It was
not harmful. Other Harvard students talk freely about their use
of drugs.
Both sides of the drug question
are discussed by authorities on
the program. Jerome H. Skulnlck,
University of California sociologist and author of " Justice Without Trail" argues "make it legal."
A Superior Court Judge warns that
taking drugs Is a "felonious" offense.
A "tradition hang-up," Is the
reason for the lack of drugs in
the Southeast according to University of Georgia students. They
say, "people In Georgia aren't
Interested In what's happening in
the 20th Century.
The editor and associate editor
of the Northwestern University
newspaper discuss their pro-drug
editorial and university reaction.
They feel that marjuana and LSD
have not been proven harmful and
that the laws are "an abridgement of civil liberties," which
create "a class of criminals among
people who are not criminallyoriented."
Other subjects covered in the
program are dangerous symptoms
for drug takers and psyslologlcal
effects of drug taking.

UAO N.Y. Trip Set
The Travel Service Committee
of the Union Activities Organization Is sponsoring a New York
City Tour which will be held from
Jan. 31-Feb. 6.
The total cost of the trip Is
$105 ($20 deposit with registration). This registration price Includes hotel a c c o m m o datlons,
charges for handling baggage, admission to Radio City Music Hall,
a tour of Upper and Lower New
York City, a United Nations Building tour, a Lincoln Center tour,
city transportation and tickets to
plays and movies.
Choices to plays Include "Camelot," "You're a Good Man,"
"Charlie Brown," and"TheHappy
Time."
There will also be plenty of
free time for shopping and other
interesting sights a person may
wish to see.
Tourists will leave Bowling
Green by a special bus at 6 p.m
Wednesday, Jan. 31, which will
take them to Toledo where thev

will board a chartered bus to New
York City.
Registration for the tour ends
Thursday. Registration blanks are
available in the Activities Office
of the University Union.
The tour Is limited to 36 people.
Only 20 persons have registered
so far.

Two Students Get
$500 Grants
$500 scholarships were recently
awarded to Thomas Kirby, and Rick
Helwlg, both seniors In the University's College of Business. Dr.
Warren C. Waterhouse, acting dean
In the College of Business Administration, made the scholarship presentations sponsored by
the National City Bank of Cleveland. This marks the third year
that the Cleveland bank has presented scholarship awards to Unlversity business students.

qrvi

LESLIE KARLIN, a sophomore in the College of Education, has
her hands full of a more or-less useless group of five-cent stamps.
The University Post Office is out of one-cent stamps which Leslie
needs because of the new six-cent rate recently imposed on firstclass U.S. mail. Both one and six-cent stamps have been ordered
by the Post Office.

Symposium Will Air
Intermarriage Views
Intermarriage, with an emphasis
on the religious aspect, will be
the topic of a symposium at 7:30
tonight In the main lounge of Chapman Hall.

Jewish youth organization, which is
advised by Dr. Sheldon Halpern,
professor of English.

*

A question and answer discussion period will follow.
The speakers will be Dr. Henry
L. Gerner, acting director of the
United Christian Fellowship Center; Dr. Morton Goldberg, rabbi
of the Temple B'nal Israel In
Toledo; Dr. James G. Bond, vice
president of student affairs; and
William J. Beausay, an Instructor in sociology, who was formerly a case worker in Toledo and
has had much experience in dealing
with marriage problems.
They will discuss whether or not
religious intermarriage is a problem today and whether religious
differences are a block to marriage
In general.
The discussion Is being sponsored by ATID. Bowling Green's

Gas pains relieved by

Lou-LaRiche,
Volkswagen
"Service - Sales"
920 Plaza at Rt. 224 East
(opp. Findlay Shopping Ctr.)
Findlay, Ohio
Ph. 422-6424

LET'S IMPROVE
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT!!
KNOW HOW?
CLASS OF '70 SEZ:

ATTEND THE
STUDENT COUNCIL
OPEN HEARING

»■

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET

Thursday, Jan. 11

COWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402

Ph. 352-5271

Banking Centers
Rossford, Ohio Ph. 693 0785
Northwood, Ohio Ph. 693 0583
5% - Paid On Time
Certificate Of Deposit
Member F.D.I.C.

7:00pm
112 Life Science Bldg.
Speakers will be:
Dr. Otto Bauer
Dr. Maurice Mandell
Dr. Trevor Phillips
Dr. Joseph Nordstrom

a

t»
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Karate Club Kicks High
By KAY NICKEL
Feature Writer
One blow can kill. T'.ils is the
principle underlying a sport that
originated In 500 A. D. by an ancient Chinese monk. He wanted
to give his students a method of
physical training which would
build strength and endurance, so
they could carry out the concen-

tration needed In their religion.
From this Idea came karate, a
defensive element which has developed Into a competitive sport
of world-wide recognition.
From ancient China, the Ideas
of karate were Imported to Japan
and combined with a rule by a feudal lord demanding that the use of
weapons be banned In his country.

Thus, karate became an "emptyhanded" fighting and defensive
technique used by the armies of
that time.
While learning the art of karate
or using It In competition, the
opponents have no physical contact. "This Is because of the respect for your fellow man, a point
emphasized In karate," William
J. Neff, secretary-treasurer of

OUCH! GREG KUASKA DELIVERS HIGH KICK ... as William Neff tries to parry with his arm.

Communists To Build
Prestige Tower In Berlin
By HUBERT J. ERB
Associated Press Writer
BERLIN (AP) - As a prestige
project, the Communist government In East Berlin Is erecting
* a broadcast tower which will have
a panoramic restaurant at the

Chocolate
Milk Served
i

Would you believe chocolate milk
- - or fruit Juices?
With the new budget approved
for the University's Food Service,
enough money is available to offer
chocolate milk on a trial basis.
Should the Idea become popular,
perhaps fruit Juice would be offered In the dispensers, as well.
• More work may result for the
work crews at the dining halls
as they will have to keep track
of two or three types of milk
In each dispenser. If the students
are wasteful of the chocolate milk,
this would cause more work for
the crews, the dining rooms have
a> said, and the trial would be over.
And back to white milk.

800-foot level, overlooking West
Berlin.
The tower Itself Is to be 1,170
feet high and will send out both
television and radio signals. It
should be completed by 1971.
With its reinforced steel and
concrete foundation sunk deep into
sandy, swampy Berlin soil, the
tower represents a considerable
engineering feat. It will be second
In Europe only to Moscow's newly
complete 1,761-foot tower. The
Eiffel Tower In Paris stretches
1,056 feet to the top of Its television antennas.
For many Germans, the East
Berlin tower Is an unnecessary
addition to the sprawling Berlin
skyline, because they feel It will
over-shadow mldcity landmarks
that escaped destruction during
World War II.
The East Berlin tower fits Into
a Communist drive to make their
downtown half of the city Into a
showcase of modern construction.
Building Is going on all around the
tower, with emphasis on apartment
units, main-access roads and public structures. New construction
Is dispersed among such painstak-

ABDE'S
BLACK ANGUS

r

891 South Main St.

BLACK
ANGUS
HOUSE
SPECIAL

STEAK HOUSE
ACKOSS FROM BARGAIN CITY

Open Face Steak Sandwich
7-oz. with potato

•
•
•
•
•

$150

5 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
5429 SUMMIT ST. —in Point Place
1001 JEFFERSON AVE.-in Globe Motel
:..M BIHL ST. — in East Toledo
at Express Motel
891 S. MAIN — in Bowling Green. O.
51 S. WASHINGTON — in Tiffin. O.

Strip
Steak
Includes —
salad, baked

potato, roll
& butter.

not appreciate It as a competitive sport.
"All leading universities have
fine karate clubs. Toledo University is a smaller school than
BG, but It has more and better
karate facilities. At TU we have
a specified area for our classes,
but at BG we are never sure of
where we will practice. This
makes teaching difficult. Everything is done In Japanese terms,
so you can't Just stand out on
the street and learn this," Coleman commented.
"We need a
definite practice area."
The club organized on BG's
campus in 1966. It began with a
membership of 135, but now the
club contains about 30 members,
because of lack of space and facilities.
In order to Join the Karate
Club, Mr. Coleman asks that the
Interested student first watch a
class so that he can see what
the sport entails. The student
then must fill out an application
blank.
If he Is accepted, the
student can then Join by paying
dues of $10 per month. This
money covers instruction, fees,
equipment, advertisements or any
other expenses that the club might
have.
A match between the clubs from
BG and TU was held on Sunday,
Oct. 29, 1967, In the TU Field
House. Bowling Green won five
out of the 12 trophies in the divisions that they could enter. "The
m itches are Judged on the basis
of concentration, balance, alertness, speed and strength," Neff
said. "We did much better than
we expected."

<PlLsane
Smoll
10 Inch

ingly restered buildings as the
National Art Gallery and the opera
house.
The tower seems to back the
Communist reglme'sexp ressed
confidence that it has weathered
adverse world opinion about the
wall built in 1961 to divide Berlin.

'We use

Frrfi Delivery

352-5167

In Our Portabla

Ovem
5 P M ■ I AM Daily

FRESH dough" 352-6782
BOWUNG GREEN, O

203 N. MAIN

JANUARY SALE
TRADITIONAL

SWEATERS

OUTERWEAR

Dress Shirts
Reg. 6.00 to 8.50

N0W

Reg. 9.00 to 30.00

Reg. 9.00 to 65.00

N0W

N0W

$4.97

$6.00-17.00

Complete Stock Reduced

Special Rack

Reg. 9.00 to 20.00

Reg. 3.00 to 5.00

NOW

$7.50■55.00

TIES

DRESS PANTS
$5.87 to $12.87

NOW

$2.27

SWEATER BARGAIN TABLE
UNHEARD OF PRICES

YOU MUST SEE THESE!
ALL SUITS & SP0RTC0ATS REDUCED
Suits: Reg. 55.00 to 125.00
NOW

$44.95 - $105

Sportcoats: Reg. 29.95 to 85.00
NOW

$24.95 - $69.95

$195
Traditional Clothiers

OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY
Monday thru Thursday
Friday & Saturday
11 A.M. to II P.M.
II A.M. to 12 Midnight
Cocktail Lounga Open 'Til I A.M.
Sunday 12 Noon Til 8 P.M.
Banquet Room

BG's Karate Club, said. "We
have had no real Injuries In our
club because of this emphasis.
One student broke his arm, but that
was because he slipped on the
floor."
"Karate Is an offensive sport;
It only starts defensively," said
Mr. Jack 1.. Coleman, Instructor
in karate at BGSU and TU. "Karate developes mental alertness,
physical fitness, self-confidence
and coordination.
It combines
the finesse of ballet with the competition of sports."
Mr. Coleman has had eight years
of constant training and now holds
the fourth-degree black belt. "I
started In judo after high school,
then went to karate because I had
nothing to do." He Is now associated with the best karate clubs
In existence.
There are nine lower ranks in
karate. Ranks nine and eight are
the lowest, and students In this
rank wear white belts. Yellow
belts are worn by those who are
In rank seven, green belts are
worn by those in ranks six and
five, purple belts by those in
rank four, brown belts by those
students in ranks three and two,
and finally, a blue belt for rank
one.
After these ranks are earned,
the student can earn degrees of
the black belt. The highest degree
In karate Is the red belt. "You
can count all the world's red
belts on one hand," Coleman said.
Mr. Coleman feels that the karate club does not receive enough
publicity at HG. He feels that
the students do not understand
the sport of karate, so they do

Daniel Kneijley, Franchisee

100 S

MAIN

BOWLING GREEN.

OHIO «34>bl

Pay 1/3 Feb., 1/3 March, 1/3 April

Open A
90 Day
Charge
Account
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YMCA Seeks
Camp Leaders
For Summer

Classifieds
354-1731.

3931.

Square Apts. Call 352-5971.

DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday
for Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m.
Monday for Wednesday's paper, 5 p.m. Tuesday for Thursday's paper, 5 p.m. Wednesday
for Friday's paper.

For Sale - 1960 Ford Sunllner
convertible. Tires and body In
good shape. Engine A-l. Must
sell. Asking $275.00, but willing
to talk. Call Ron at 352-5519
ot 354-5423.

Roommate needed for 2nd sem. at
Greenvlew Apts. Call Joan after
6. 352-4365.

Grad. student wants roommate to
share apt. Call 352-6762. after 6.

FOR SALE OR RENT

1964 Falrlane, 6 cyl. stick. Best
offer over $500. Bob 353-1564.

2 Bdrm. Varsity Sq. Apt. tor rent
second semester 1968. Contact
Randy or Cralg 354-7432.
Greenvlew apt. - married couple
2 bdrm., Unfurnished. Call 3525049.
Small furnished house tor rent
to students. $65 mo. plus utilities. Available Immediately. Ph.

Girls Basketball

Room for 2 with shower - near
campus - 146 South College Dr.
STUDENT ROOM with cooking
privileges. 5 mln. from campus.
Call 354-6724.

For 2 Weeks

1962 Two-door Rambler, Excellent condition. Ph. 353-3635.

Any Coed who Is still Interested In trying out tor the girl's
basketball team may do so until
January 17.
Miss Patricia L.
Peterson, coach of the team, urged
that coeds with basketball experience should try out.

Furnished Apt. for rent 2nd semester. 438 South Enterprise Apt.
D. Contact In person. 4-7 p.m.
weekdays.

Wed. Jan. 10 thru
Tue. Jan. 16

Bought a C. I. membership for
second semester yet?

WELCOME BACK MR. CURRIER

"It'snow" Secret
STERLING'S
MILK PRICES
S
ARE
SlttUWrAtt-K
45'
HB^fiSS:
LOWER
1/1 •*■

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Girl's gold engraved II)
bracelet. Call 233 H-C, 3106.

i**^*-

MEMO TO THE
JET SET:
You can also
SAVE on Homogenized
Skim, and 2% Butterfat

*'

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
To our Jimmy,
Thanks for a "Bottle of Wine."
Love, XI Pledges

'K-

Dave,
It's been the best year of my
Love. Dom
life.

Low Fat Milk in
THROW AWAY CONTAINERS
AT STERLING'S
SAVE 20c

39'

STERLING ORANGE JUICE

Vacancy 2nd semester for one
male to share with two. No smoking. 125 University Lane, ph. 352-

The REAL Thing From Florida

1/2 GALLON

SAVE 10«

CLA-ZEL

2/45c

STERLING OLEOMARGARINE

1 L8. PKGS. QUARTERED

THE MIRISCH C0RTORAT10N r

DfcKvanlXfe
"FifewiHy"

SAVE 10«

2/39c

'•■""'Sot. & Sun. Matinee - 2:40, 5:02

Leitman's Men's Wear

Prices on
Sale Items
Effective
JANUARY

LADIES SWEATERS

DINNER BELL
BOLOGNA
SAVE 10c

WRUNG

SAVE 10<

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities

V

ANILLA Ice Cream
1/2 Gal. 69*

ESKIMO PIE
Ice Cream Bars

49<

6 PACK
Free Convenient Parking
Speedy Checkout

famoils Jor freshness:

values to 17.95

2 for $5.00

k

FEATURE FLAVOR
TOFFEE CRUNCH
Ice Creom
1/2 Gal. 99tf

$8.95 - Two For $15
MEN'S IVY SPORT SHIRTS

11 OZ. PKG.

SAVE 10*

1 L8. PKG. SLICED

30% - 50% OFF

Get One FREE!!

CORN CHIPS

10-11-12-13

WINTER JACKETS

LADIES SHIRTS
Buy One At Regular Price

39c

SAVE 10<

(MS

Evenings 7:15, 9:3C

SALE! SALE!

STERLING BREAD

1 1/4 LB. LOAVES

A WAITER MIRISCH PRODUCTION *^
^
■Jv COLOR kiDeu... PANAVISION'
™j\

Students may register for Interviews in the Student Financial Aid
Office, anytime up until Feb. 16,
1968.

Roommate wanted - male. Varsity

Room available: for 2 male students for 2nd sem. Contact Mrs.
Don Box, 328 Clough St. or ph.
353-3273.

Tryouts Continue

Based on basketball drills and
Fourteen women will make up
the squads of each team. The
first game will be with Ashland
College on February 24 In the
North Gym of the Women's Gym.
Other games have been scheduled
with Miami there on March 2,
Ohio State there on March 9, and
here with Kent on March 16.

Needed: female roommate for apt.
2nd sem. Call Sue 352-5583 after
5 p.m.

Approved rms. - men - private
entrance. 353-8241.

FOR SALE: 1 pair of Ice skates
In very good condition. Size 88 1/2. Will sell or trade for
larger size. Nick, 356 Rodgers.

Tryouts began Wednesday, January 3 and will continue for two
weeks, when a squad for the A
team will be selected and a squad
for the B team will be selected.

Wanted tor 2nd sem. 2 bdrm.
furnished apt. Call 353-2811.

Wanted - male student to share
apt. 2nd sem. Ph. 354-5634 after
6.

i

Male students desiring camp
counseling Jobs in New York next »
summer may receive help from
the Student Financial Aid Office.
Robert E. McKay, financial aid
director, announced that the director of camping from the YMCA
Camping Headquarters of Rochester, N. Y., will be on campus all day Friday, Feb. 16 to ^
Interview students.

Typing done In my home. Ph.
354-8912.

Wanted - apt. and male rmmate
for 2nd semester. 352-5559.

\

W

STERLING

values t.o 6.00

LEITMAN'S
The College Shop To Buy

J

<
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2 Dorms Change

Student Policies
A new experiment In student gov♦ ernment and responsibility
Is
taking place at the University.
Kohl Hall and Rodgers Quadrangle,
freshman men's dormitories, are
no longer ruled over by a hierarchy of head residents, assistanthead residents and counselors.
They are now run by the students
t themselves, according to Mr.
James P. Hartsook and Mr. Thomas W. Carver, head residents of
Kohl and Rodgers respectfully.
In fact, the dormitories are now
called residence halls and the head
residents are referred to as res ldence hall directors. This Is
I an effort to help mold and form
student participation In residence
hall government by having the
student feel that he Is living In
his own residence rather than
in an admlnlstratlvely-run dormitory. "There Is a growing trend
for us to no longer be here as
strictly administrators," Mr.
* Hartsook said. "We want to get
away from this policeman and
power structure symbolism and
get to be more like advisers to
the students. We want to be here
to answer questions, and let the
students do most of the decision
making," he continued.
* Mr. Carver, in his own words,
Is "all for It." He believes that
he should exist as a "junior partner," giving the students as much
representation and responsibility
as they want to handle. "But
If they can't handle It, I'll always
be here to pull up the reins and
9 run it myself," he said.
Last year the Rodgers Quadrangle student administrative
council decided that the former
Men's Residence Hall constitution,
drawn up in 1962, was outdated,
so they drafted a new one. The
major change was that of electing
rather than appointing student officers to the administrative council.
Kohl Hall drew up a new constitution Just this fall. This document went one step further than
the Rogers' constitution in letting
the entire populace of the residence hall elect the president of
• the administrative council.
Wade E. Turvy Jr., president
of Kohl Hall's governing council,
talked on the effectiveness of the
new governing system. "It Is
working pretty well. We are getting everything done, and we have
handled all our problems. I think
>i that this Is the way it should be
done--letting the students run
things."Turvy said that the students have plenty of authority now,
and he believes that the situation
couldn't be much better.
Mr. Carver thinks differently
about the future of student respon_ slblllty and authority, though. "I
believe It could go to the point
of eliminating the counselors all
together and letting the Ad Council run the residence hall completely," he said.
"We may see some experimentation in this next semester,"
he continued. "We have to re-

member, however, that the students are here to study and not
to govern the dorms."
Mr. Carver summed up the whole
idea of this experiment in student government and responsibility when he said, "I think that,
when it comes right down to it,
we should tell the students to carry the ball but don't fumble."

Conklin Hall
To Become
Honor Dorm?
"Conklin Hall will offer Interested students a New Dimension
in Residence Hall living second
semester." according to Mr. Kenneth Villard, director of the residence hall.
Conklin Hall will best be described as an honors residence
hall during the Spring semester.
It will be operated as both an
experiment In residence hall living and an answer to Indications
that students want far more control over their residence hall lives.
According to the office of the Dean
of Men, the chains of control
are being broken and the campus
should ready Itself to watch the
development of this "Unique" endeavor.
The emphasis in Conklin Hall
will be on hall government and
programming. Hall regulations
will be established by the residents, complying to university policy. For example, It is feasible that the residents would desire to eliminate quiet hours or
have a weekly open house. Discipline will be handled through
a student Judicial committee.
The programming of social, educatlonal cultural, athletic and
special events will be limited only
by the exhaustion point of the
residents' enthusiasm. Parties,
inter-dorm sports, Jazz, folk and
rock sessions, and free non-credit courses are seen by I.yle Greenfield, one of the program directors , as possible hall undertakings
for next semester. In this case
also the residents will decide.
Men currently involved In the
mechanics of this unique program,
Including Villard, will be "recruiting" in the men's residence halls
during the week of January 8-11.
Students Interested in participating
in the program will be given details and asked to register for next
semester at the following times
and places: Presidents of Compton
and Darrow Halls will be screened
tomorrow at 9 and 10 p.m. respectively. The Rodgers and Kohl
housing units were screened yesterday; the residents of the Harshman units were interviewed last
Monday.

Insurance Plan Initiated
New Insurance benefits for
Howling Green State University's
permanent classified employees
became effective January 1, 1968.
The new Insurance benefit package
was approved by the University
Board of Trustees Dec. 14, 1967.
"Life Insurance and hospitallzatlon are Included In the package", said Eugene F, Beatty, director of buildings and facilities.
A $2,000 life insurance policy
with an additional $2,000 for accidental death and dismemberment, is provided for each employee on a full time coverage basis.
This also Includes a $ 10,000
major medical coverage for the
employee's entire family.
A Blue Cross and Blue Shield
package was also approved. The
University pays for the employee
only under the plan, but employee's family may be enrolled at
the employee's expense In a group
plan.
This type of benefit package has
been under study by the University for about three years, "It
could not be given to the employees earlier because of the Civil
Service laws," said Beatty.
When House Bill #470 was passed
by the Ohio Legislature on Sept.
1, 1967, the University Immediately
began plans for the benefit package to present to the Board of
Trustees," Beatty explained.
Beatty was appointed by President William T. Jerome to head
a committee to study the available
packages and make recommendations to the Board.
The commltteepresented recommendations to the Budget Committee and President Jerome on
Oct. 11, 1967, and then final recommendations were presented to
the Board on Dec. 14, 1967.

niverslty's permanent hourly employees are Included under the
package. "We expect about 98
per cent enrollment in the package," Melster said. "The other
two per cent will be employees
who are enrolled In a family plan
through a spouse who works for
another organization."

On Campus MaxShuIman
with

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Hoys!",
"Dobie Gilli*," etc.)

1968: ITS CAUSE AIM) CURE
Are you still writing"1067"on your papers and letters?
I'll bet you are, you scamp! But I am not one to be harsh
with those who forgot we are in a new year, for I myself
have long been guilty of the same lapse. In fact, in my
senior year at college, I wrote 1S7H on my papers until
nearly November of 1871! (It turned out. incidentally,
not to be Mich a seirioUS error because, as we all know. 187-1
was litter repealed by President Chester A. Arthur in a lit
of pique over I ho Black Tom Explosion, And, as we all
know. Mr. Arthur later came to regret his hasty action.
Who does not recall that famous meet inn between Mr.
Arthur and Louis Napoleon when Mr. Arthur said, "Lou,
I wish I hadn't of repealed 1871!' Whereupon the French
emperor made his immortal rejoinder, "Tipi '/»<' HOUS rt
tyler tn". Well sir, they had many a j»ood laugh about that,
as you can imagine.)
Hut I digress. Mow can we remember to write 1!>(>8 on
our papers and letters? Well sir, the best way is to find
something memorable about l'.)l)8, something unique to fix
it firmly in your mind. Happily, this is very simple because, as we all know, 1968 is the first year in history that
is divisible by 2, by 5, and l>v 7. Take a pencil and try it:
1%8 divided by 2 is 984; 1968 divided by 5 is .',!>:»:lf.; 1968
divided by 7 is 281W. This mathematical curiosity will not
occur attain until the year 20711, but we will all he so busy
then celebrating the Cheater A. Arthur bl-centenerary
that we will scarcely have time to be writing papers and
letters and like that.

"As soon as the legislature made
It legal, we Immediately began to
set up the package offering the best
coverage we could get," Beatty
said.
The new package went Into effect
Jan. 1, 1968, but due to the short
time between approval and effective date, all the University's employees have not been completely
enrolled yet.
"We are still enrolling employees In the program," said Russell
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Campus Calendar
Free University
The Existentialism Seminar of
the Free University will meet at
9:15 tonight In the south end of
the Falcon's Nest In the Union
to discuss the future of the course.
Pershlng Rifles
The Pershlng Rifle Team will
hold weekly practice from 2-4 p.m.
every Monday, Wednesday, and
Thursday In the basement of Hayes
Hall.
French Club
The French Club will sponsor
a guided tour on French art In
the Toledo Museum of Art tomorrow night. The group Is scheduled to leave at 7:30. Contact
Elaine, ext. 3124, room 147, for
ride Information.
Sonata Recital
Arthur S. Howard, vlolln-cellist
andToma Schwartz, pianist, will
give a sonata recital at 8.15 tonight in the recital auditorium
of the Music Building.

II. Melster, administrative assistant to the treasurer. "Some
employees have questions and records must be started, so enrollment will not be completed for another week or two. "It Is going
quite smoothly, though, considering the two weeks we had to
get ready."
Approximately 900 of the U-

"We have been wanting to institute a benefit package such as
this for several years", Beatty
said. "But until House Bill "470
was passed we could not do it."

nmilHs TAKKN I

Foreign Study
Information concerning educational opportunities for both
graduate and undergraduate students for study in Ireland and England Is now available In room
203 of the Administration Building.
Card Tournament
A card playing tournament will
*' be held from 3-5 p.m. Friday,
In the Alumni Room of the Union.
Trophies will be awarded to the
winners of the pinochle, hearts
and euchre competition. Those
who wish to participate are asked
to sign-up In the Activities Office on the third floor of the Um nlon.
AWS
The AWS Big Sls-Llttle Sis ice
skating party will be held from
7-9 tomorrow night In the Ice
Arena. The Falconettes will perform at 8:00 p.m. Questions will
be answered by JoAnnWlelgus, ext.
* 2477.
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Another clever little trick to fix the year 19(18 in your
mind is to remember that 1008 spelled backwards is 8691,
"Year" spelled backwards is "raey" "Personna" spelled
backwards is "Annosrep" I mention Personna because I
am paid to write this column by the makers of Personna
Super Stainless Steel Blades, and they are inclined to
withhold my check if I omit to mention their product.
Not, mind you, that it is any chore for me to sing the
praises of Personna, for it is a seemly blade that shaves
you cleanly, a gleaming blade that leaves you beaming, a
trouble-free blade that leaves you stubble-free, a matchless blade that leaves you scratchless. If you are tired of
facial slump, if you are fed up with jowl blijrht, try
Personna today... available both in double-edge style and
Injector style. And if I seem a bit excessive in my admiration for Personna, I ask you to remember that to me
Personna is more than a razor blade; it is also an employer.
But I digress. We were speaking of the memorable aspects of 1968 and high among them, of course, is the fact
that in 19G8 the entire House of Representatives stands
for election. There will, no doubt, be many lively and interesting contests, but none, I'll wager, quite so lively and
interesting as the one in my own district where the leading candidate is none other than Chester A. Arthur!
Mr. Arthur, incidentally, is not the first ex-president to
come out of retirement and run for the House of Representatives. John Quincy Adams was the first. Mr. Adams
also holds another distinction: he was the first son of a
president ever to serve as president. It is true that Martin
Van Buren's son, Walter "Blinky" Van Buren, was at one
time offered the nomination for the presidency, but he,
alas, had already accepted a bid to become Mad Ludwig
of Bavaria. James K. Polk's son, on the other hand, became Salmon P. Chase. Millard Fillmore's son went into
aluminum siding. This later became known as the Missouri Compromise.
»

»

■
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In Missouri, or anywhere else, there is no compromise
icith quality in Personna or in Personna's partner in
shaving pleasure —Burma-Shave. Burma-Shave comes
to you in regular or menthol. Try it. You'll find it soaks
rings around any other lather.
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Fal con leers
Seek Revenge
By GREG VARLEY
Assistant Sports Editor
For the Bowling Green hockey team 8 p.m. tonight takes on a
special significance.
Toledo will be In town for the second time this season.
And the Falcons aim to see that they don't leave the same way
they did last time—with a victory.
BG has only one loss In conference play this season and that was
a 4-2 defeat at the hands of the Rockets last December 9th.
Overall the Birds are 6-2-2, three of those wins are over conference opponents and have shown an ability to score and control
the puck In almost everyone of those wins.
Toledo, always one of the toughest teams in the league have added
players that help them continue along those same lines.
But the question that has been raised around the league about the
Rockets right to use these players.
Bob Furgeson, who was one of the top members of last years
NCAA championship collegiate squad, now a graduate student at TU,
has become one of the top members of the Rocket team. Jerry Nuerge
played for OU, noted as one of the top members of Ohio and national
collegiate hockey, and then there Is Randy Counter, who has tried
out for the Toledo Blades, professional team, and entered school
after finding out that lie wouldn't make the Blades.
The action of the Rockets has upset the league to the point that
a provision in next year's constitution is that teams within the league
must have players that are undergraduate, fulltlme students.
But the rule doesn't go Into effect until next season and the Falcons still have tonight to think about.
And think they have as Coach Jack Vivian send his squad Into last
weekends games with the purpose of preparing for the game with
the Rockets.
Drawing more penalltles than they have In most games the Falcons
hit harder against Oberlln and Dayton than they had all season and
seem to well on the way to being mentally prepared for the Rocket
Invasion.
Physically Bowling Green is as good a shape as they have been
all season and all members of the squad should be ready for the
game.
Vivian found that last time the Falcons "did everything but win
the game."
The last game was hard fought, from some standpoints, maybe
a little to hard from one side, but the Falcons don't aim to let last
game get them down.
Toledo hit as hard as any team played this season, proven by the
number of Injuries that they Falcons had, but hockey players are
noted for their ability to take It as well as give It.
Vivian has his boys back in shape from the Christmas holidays
and feels that they are "ready to skate over Toledo."
Last time the Rockets gave It, this time the Falcons are ready
to do the same, and still continue to score with the authority that
wins games.
Let's hope that Toledo Is ready to take it.

Rockets Take Lead
Early In MAC Race
Pre-season favorite Toledo has
Jumped away from the field to take
the early lead in the 1968 MidAmerican Conference title race,
as the MAC teams enter their 21st
conference season.
The Rockets, tabbed the team
to beat In pre-season calculations,
scored three straight conference
wins Including important decisions
over Bowling Green and Marshall --- figured to be the chief
challengers to a repeat championship for the Rockets.
Toledo wins didn't come easy
though, as after dumping Marshall
by 14, Coach Bob Nichols' squad
was forced into overtime by Bowling Green and Miami, and must
still face the Falcons and Marshall on the road this year.
Western Michigan is the other
team on the plus side of the winloss ledger after the first week
of league play, as the Broncos
took an 86-84 win at Ohio in the
conference debut for both squads.
Bowling Green, looking very
much like a team that has title
ambitions of Its own, stayed In
the thick of things by downing
Marshall, Gl-57, to put both squads
at the .500 mark for the young
season.

Miami, the hard-luck team In
the league to date, played both
Marshall and Toledo without highscoring guard Phil Snow who was
hospitalized with pneumonia. Snow
and his 20 ppg average might be
back In the lineup this week against
Bowling Green. To date, the Redskins have been Involved In three
overtime games and a pair ofonebasket decisions while winning but
three of eight.
Toledo tops the MAC entries
in the all-games category with an
8-2 mark, and has a current win
streak of six working.
Miami's smooth Fred Foster
continues to pace MAC point
makers this week. The 6-4 senior
netted 30 In a mid-week loss to
Marshall and 31 in the overtime
loss to Toledo to boose his average
to 27.9. Toledo's Steve Mix is
currently In second place with a
fine 24.2 mark.
The high flying Toledo squad
tops all MAC teams in scoring with
a 94.8 game average, and leads
the league In the important refunding and field goal percentage
departments. There's still a long
way to go in the 1968 title chase,
but so far they are all chasing
Toledo.

RIGHT DIRECTION - An unidentified Falcon
is heading in the right direction as he heads for
the Toledo goal. The Falcons hope to do plenty
of this tonight as they meet the Rockets for the

second time this year. Toledo won the first
game, 4-2, and Bowling Green would like nothing
better than to reverse that result this time.

Frosh Grapplers Fall ,28-5
by DAVE EGBERT
Sports Writer
Three former state champions
and two forfeits proved hard to
digest as BG's freshmen grapplers
succumbed to the LorainCommunity College Varsity 28-5, in their
opening match of the season.
"A big factor was that we only
had 3 days after vacation to get
ready for this first match," commented coach Warren Hartman,
"and we also looked a little flat
footed at times and failed to take
advantage of numerous opportunities."
The Falcons only victory came
the easy way when Tom Bowers
gave the Birds a shortly lived
5-0 lead on a forfeit as Lorain
failed to send anyone up to the
tune of 123 pounds.
Trouble was Just around the
corner though, and the Falcon
matmen lost the 8 remaining matches.
Lorain evened the bout
on a forfeit In the 130 class and
lumped ahead as Dale Solnskl
handled the Falcons' Steve Blbbee
9-2 in 137 pound action.

More frustration was ahead as
BG was faced with the task of
facing state champions In 3 consecutive contests. Wilber Lewis
was the villain at 145 pounds when
he downed Wayne Graham 11-2
while Paul Haeuptle (153) was edged
3-1 by Orlando Bush.
With BG forced to forfeit again
at 160, the match was virtually
out of reach as the score stood
19-5. Roger Speck (167) was downed
4-2 by Ray Mayne while Steve

Mason (177) found nothing but trouble in Ron Goodman as he was
dumped 18-5.
In the heavyweight clash, Lorain sent a wrestler the size of
a tank out to face Larran Meador, in 280 pound Paul Azzarltl.
Meador found the terrain rough and
was rolled over In a close 2-0
decision.
The freshmen grapplers return
to action Friday night as they entertain Ohio University In Anderson Arena.

Falcons Defeat Chargers
it was billed as an exhibition
game for the Falcons, but it was
still a battle as far as coach Fitch
was concerned.
The final score, 75-72 In favor
of the Falcons over the Athletesln-Action Chargers. Bowling
Green led at half time by ten points,
42-32, but a quick second half spurt
by the Chargers put a new look
on the game.
Some hot shooting by 6-6 Bill
Westphal from Southern Cal helped

the Chargers move up and finally
knot the score at 67-67 before the
Falcons took final control of the
game In the last two minutes.

Toledo Beaten
The Kent State Flashes defeated the Toledo Rockets last
night in basketball 68-66.

INDIVIDUAL SCORING LEADERS
Player

G

FG

FT

TP

Avg

Foster, Miami
Mix, Toledo
Piatkowski, BG
Stone, Marshall
Snow, Miami

8
10
10
10
6

72
95
97
87
59

79
52
25
43
2

223
242
219
217
120

27.9
24.2
21.9
21.7
20.0

OFF. AVG.
Toledo 94.8
Marsh. 81.2
WMU
78.9
BG
75.5
Miami
72.1
Ohio
69.2
Kent
68.8

DEF. AVG.
BG
Ohio
Miami
Kent
Marsh.
Toledo
WMU

71.4
74.8
74.9
75.1
76.3
78.7
82.1
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REBOUNDS
Player

G

Allen, MarshalllO
Foster, Miami
8
Dixon, BG
10
Lacefield, WMU 8
Ford, WMU
8

Reb. Avg.
145
104
126
93

14.5
13.0
12.6
11.6

83

10.4

Interfltijj £>i}Qp
Miami U.
Ohio State U.
U. of Cincinnati
West Va. U.
Eastern Ky. U.

Bowling Green U.
Purdue U.
Ohio U.
U. of Kentucky

532 E. WOOSTER

